State of Arizona
COMMISSION ON JUDICIAL CONDUCT
Disposition of Complaints 18-389, 18-398 & 18-406
Judge:

Lee F. Jantzen

Complainants: James M. Schoppmann
Christopher Stavris
LeRoy Montoya
ORDER
All three complainants allege that a superior court judge engaged in improper
ex parte communications and handled matters on which he had previously recused.
Additionally, one complainant also alleged the judge was biased against him.
Judge Jantzen previously recused himself from handling Mr. Montoya’s postconviction matters following the initiation of the Commission’s investigation into
Judge Jantzen’s delayed rulings on those post-conviction matters. (CJC Case No. 17232). Judge Jantzen was censured for his conduct in that case.
Before recusing, Judge Jantzen had imposed certain sentences on Mr.
Montoya. On or about September 18, 2018, Judge Sipe, who is now handling Mr.
Montoya’s post-conviction matters, asked Judge Jantzen to respond to an inquiry
from the Arizona Department of Corrections (ADOC) about application of presentence incarceration credit to Mr. Montoya’s sentences. Judge Jantzen, through
his judicial assistant, responded to those inquiries via email. The Commission did
not find any improper conduct by Judge Jantzen in responding to this clarification
request from the ADOC.
However, on or about October 16, 2018, Judge Jantzen received a hand-written
proposed order in the mail from Mr. Montoya related to the same issue. The order
stated, “Upon Motion for the Defendant . . . ,” but no motion was submitted with the
order. The motion was not filed with the Clerk of the Court until approximately one
week later and was entitled “Ex Parte Motion.” Judge Jantzen signed the order
without attempting to locate the accompanying motion or attempting to ascertain if
the prosecutor and Mr. Montoya’s court-appointed attorney agreed with the order (or
had even seen the order). When asked by the Commission about the matter, Judge
Jantzen’s explanation was that he believed the order simply confirmed the prior
information he had communicated to the ADOC via email. The signed hand-written
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order, however, had the unintended consequence of accelerating Mr. Montoya’s
release date because it recited certain ADOC commitment codes corresponding to his
sentences. Upon receiving the signed order, Mr. Montoya’s defense attorney notified
the prosecutor, who then took steps to prevent Mr. Montoya’s premature release from
ADOC. Judge Jantzen issued a minute entry on October 19, 2018, which clarified
Mr. Montoya’s sentences. The minute entry stated, “The Court has no idea what the
codes that the Defendant had written in parentheses after the order mean and
probably should have removed those codes from the order.”
The Commission found that Judge Jantzen’s conduct in signing an ex parte
order on matters in which he previously recused as described above violated the
following Code provisions:
Rule 1.2 (Promoting Confidence in the Judiciary): “A judge shall act at all
times in a manner that promotes public confidence in the independence, integrity,
and impartiality of the judiciary, and shall avoid impropriety and the appearance of
impropriety.”
Rule 2.6(A) (Ensuring the Right to be Heard): “A judge shall accord to every
person who has a legal interest in a proceeding, or that person’s lawyer, the right to
be heard according to law.”
Rule 2.9 (Ex Parte Communication):
“(A) A judge shall not initiate, permit, or consider ex parte
communications, or consider other communications made to the judge
outside the presence of the parties or their lawyers concerning a pending
or impending matter . . . ”
The Commission found no clear and convincing evidence of a Code violation as
to the remaining allegations of the complaints.
Accordingly, Judge Lee F. Jantzen is hereby publicly reprimanded for his
conduct as described above and pursuant to Commission Rule 17(a). The Commission
further directs that Judge Jantzen complete the web-based course, “Ethics and
Judging: Reaching Higher Ground,” offered through the National Judicial College,
beginning June 10, 2019, or an alternative course approved by the Commission Chair,
at his own expense.
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The record in this case, consisting of the Complaint, the judge’s response, and
this Order shall be made public as required by Rule 9(a).
Dated: May 13, 2019
FOR THE COMMISSION
/s/ Louis Frank Dominguez
Hon. Louis Frank Dominguez
Commission Chair
Copies of this order were distributed to all
appropriate persons on May 13, 2019.
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